Abstract A hybrid weight function technique is presented. It consists of dividing an elliptical crack into two zones, then using the appropriate weight function in the area where it is more efficient. The proportion between zones is determined by optimizing two crack parameters (axis ratio and curvature radius). Stress intensity factors are hence computed by a self developed computer code. Static and fatigue loadings are considered. The results found by the present approach are in good correlation with the analytical and experimental solutions (when available) as well as with those obtained numerically by other researchers.
Introduction
The principle of the weight function (called the Green's function) technique consists of employing one or more known solutions (known as reference solutions) of a particular case in order to find the solution for the general case. The reference solution generally comes from the analytical results (exact). But in some cases, the absence of such results obliges researchers to use approximate solutions which could be already existing weight functions. In this paper, a method improving the calculation of SIF in mode I for elliptical and semi-elliptical cracks is developed by means of hybridization of two weight functions and coupling to the Point Weight Function Method (PWFM). In the fatigue problems, two crack propagation laws have been incorporated. Crack propagation life and crack profile are investigated for various applications. The development of weight functions in fracture mechanics started with the work of Bueckner [2], based on the formulation by the Green's function, for a semi-infinite crack in an infinite medium. The investigation of the weight functions on the one hand and the evaluation of the energy balance formula of Rice [14] on the other hand, allowed the extension of the use of the weight functions by several authors such as Oore and Burns [10] and Bortmann and Banks-Sills [1]. In 1986, Gao and Rice [4] introduced the study of the stability of the rectilinear form of a semi-infinite crack front during its coplanar propagation from which result the values of stress intensity factor (SIF) along the crack front. Recently, Sun and Wang [16] gave in-depth interpretations of the energy release rate of the crack front. Other investigations followed related especially to the crack shape (ellipse, half of ellipse, quarter of ellipse, rectangle, …) as well as to the fracture mode (I, II, III or mixed) and to the application domain (elastoplastic, elastodynamic, …). This paper is structured as follow. Detailed presentation of the hybridization approach is presented in Section 2. Fatigue crack propagation models are then implemented into the hybridization technique, subject of Section 3. In the next section, two industrial applications are discussed, one of them is in static and the other one is in fatigue loading. We end this paper by drawing some conclusions. This work is an extension of already published studies of crack modeling by the hybridization technique [5, 6, 8] .
Presentation of the hybridization technique
The solution of the SIF in mode I using the weight function technique is given by the general form [10]:
where Q I K ′ is the stress intensity factor in mode I at the Q' point of the crack front. This study is based on the hybridization of two weight functions deduced from a Green's function formulation.
The first one is developed by Oore and Burns [10] to model any closed shape of a crack in an infinite body, including elliptical cracks. Its expression is as follows:
The second one is developed by Krasowsky et al. 
